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I. Topic  

The team Schluckspecht, which is based in Offenburg (Germany), takes every year part of 

the Shell Eco-Marathon in London. It competes in two different categories: “Urban Concept” 

(with the vehicle Schluckspecht 5) and “Prototype“ (with the vehicle Schluckspecht 3). In 

order to reduce the power consumption of the Schluckspecht 3, a successor was intended.  

 

Figure 1 : the “Schluckspecht 3” vehicle on the Shell Eco-Marathon track. 

A good way to minimize the energy consumption is to reduce the weight, which was the goal 

of this project (as part of a project thesis). The power unit (and especially the motor) was 

already improved but there was still a need of amelioration regarding the car body. The 

simulation and optimization process were realised with the software Altair Hypermesh (pre-

processor) and Altair Hyperworks (solver). 

The materials used are carbon fibre reinforced polymer (cover) and aramid (core). The 

combination of these two materials in a sandwich-structure leads to excellent mechanical 

properties. Therefore, the use of bi-directional Prepregs (pre-impregnated fibres) instead of 

the classical wet lay-up process brings several advantages (less waste, less manufacturing 

time, better repartition between reinforcement and matrix). However, it leads to additional 

care during the simulation process: 

- To model a bi-directional Prepreg, two unidirectional layers must be created on 

Hypermesh with the corresponding angles and the half of the original thickness. In 

this project, 0,2 mm Prepregs are used. So, the thickness of the individual layers is 0,1 

mm. 

- It isn’t possible to have two successive plies of the same orientation.  

- The 0°/90° and 45°/-45° must be exactly similar (shape and thickness).  

The multiple software options are detailed in the next chapter.  
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II. Procedure 

The model consists of two different parts: the car body and the wings (which connects the 

car body to the wheels). The car body (in grey) and the wings (in black) are shown on the 

picture below: 

 

Figure 2 : meshed shell model of the simplified car body. 

The first step was to import the existing 3D-Modell and to simplify it because not every part 

of the car body was useful for the force transmission (for example wheels, back part). A 

simplified back part was created with CBEAM-elements. Because of the length of the model 

(about 1,5 m) and to avoid a long calculation time, 2D-shell elements instead of 3D-solid 

elements were used. That’s why the 3D-model had to be converted into a thin shell model. It 

was realized with the “midsurface”-tool. The next step was to mesh the model with the 

“automesh”-tool. A mixed meshing with an element size of 5 was used. Then, the materials 

characteristics (aramid and CFRP) and the properties were entered. The MAT8 card image 

for orthotropic materials and the PCOMPP property were used. The next step was the ply 

and the laminate creation, which is summarized in the table below. Because of the 

symmetry of the model, the laminate option was set to “symmetric”. There are also in reality 

10 plies.  

Ply number Material Orientation (°) Thickness (mm) 
Ply1 CFRP 0 0.1 

Ply2 CFRP 90 0.1 

Ply3 CFRP 45 0.1 

Ply4 CFRP -45 0.1 
Ply5 Aramid 180 2.5 

Figure 3 : plies used for the model. 
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To avoid a mistake between the ply 1 (0°) and the aramid-core (in theory 0° too), an 

orientation of 180° was given to the aramid ply (which doesn’t affect the calculation results).  

In order to implement the loads and single point constraints (SPC) at the right places, 

connexions had to be made between wheels and wings, with CBUSH (to allow the guidance 

of the wheels by using the stiffness in arbitrary directions) and RBE2 elements. Three load-

cases were studied: braking, bordering and cornering. The different forces, moments and 

pressures applied in the load collectors were solved analytically.  

At this stage, it is possible to start a simple analysis to see the critical areas (displacement 

and stresses) in order to have a better interpretation for the optimization. 

 

Figure 4 : displacement total magnitude of the car body for the load case 1 (bordering). In this load case, the driver leans 
against the edges during the bordering. 

 

Figure 5 : maximal composite stress for the load case 1 (bordering). 
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Therefore, it was possible to start the three-steps optimization process after changing the 

ply thicknesses to realize “super-plies”. In the free size optimization step, a design variable, 

optimization responses, constraints and an objective were created. The responses 

“displacement” and “mass” were generated (because of the relatively small stresses 

observed after the analysis, it was decided to constrain only the displacement, so no stress 

response was created). The objective was to minimize the response “mass” and the 

constraint was to make an upper bound of 3mm and a lower bound of -3 mm in all directions 

and for all load-steps, based on the response “displacement”.  

In the design variable panel, it was possible to give the first manufacturing constraints. Due 

to the use of Prepregs, the 0°/90° and 45/-45° plies had to be paired. It was possible with the 

“BALANCE”-Option (ply 1/2 and 3/4 were paired). In order to have a minimum thickness on 

the whole surface of the car body (no holes), the “PLYTHK”-Option was used. It was set to 

0,1 mm for each ply of the 0°/90°-pair to become a minimal total thickness of 0,2. Finally, 

the “CONST”-Option allowed to freeze the aramid ply thickness (which is not included in the 

optimization process).  

After the free size optimization and the importation of the resulting .fem file, it was possible 

to prepare the model for the size optimization. First, one can see the connection between 

the large displacement areas and the large thickness areas (which are the same). The plies 

have also very accurate thicknesses and sometimes complex shapes. To make easier shapes 

(rectangle, triangle), each ply where individually edited by using the ply geometry 

smoothening tool. It was still necessary to add or remove elements manually to become 

correct shapes. To get manufacturable thicknesses, the “TMANUF”-tool was used for each 

ply to define a constant thickness of 0,1 mm. Thanks to the pairing constraint (defined in the 

first optimization step), a thickness of 0,2 mm is obtained according to the Prepreg one.  

 

  
Figure 6 : Model before (left) and after (right) the manual ply editing. The grey elements represent a layer of which the 

elements where added or removed. The red and green elements stand for the car body and are shown only to facilitate the 
visualisation. 

After the size optimization, the last step was to determine the best stacking sequence for the 

laminate, which is realised in the shuffle optimization. In order to have a maximum of 1 

same successive ply, the “MAXSUCC”-Tool was used. The “CORE”-Option was useful to keep 

the aramid-layer in the middle of the laminate by giving the layer orientation (which is 
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unique, so that there is no confusion between the aramid ply and other CFRP plies). Finally, 

the 45°/-45° were paired. The resulting stacking sequence after the shuffle optimization is 

shown on the picture below: 

 

Figure 7 : stacking sequence of the laminate after 4 iterations. Because of the symmetry, only the half of the plies are shown. 

Because of the impossibility to pair the 0°/90° plies, the plies 1101 and 2101 are isolated in 

the stacking sequence. As mentioned in the introduction, this is not possible because of the 

prepreg-layers. In the manufacturing process, the plies 1101 and 2101 will be put together 

to satisfy this condition.  

On the following pictures, it is possible to see that the boundary conditions were fulfilled 

and that the stress is within the limits: 

 

 

Figure 8 : displacement total magnitude after the optimization process for the load case 1 (bordering). The displacement is 
now less than 3 mm as defined in the boundary conditions. 
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Figure 9 : composite stress for the load case 1 (bordering) after the optimization process. 

In the table below, it is possible to see a comparison between the values before and after 

the optimization. The developments are positive since both the displacement and the stress 

decreased:   

 unit before after 

Displacement (Mag) mm 3,297 2,596 

Composite Stresses (von Mises, Max) MPa 130,7 122,7 
Figure 10 : comparison between the displacement and the stress before and after the optimization 

III. Conclusion 

At last, it is interesting to compare the weight before and after the different optimization 

stages. The evolutions are shown in the following bar graph: 

 

Figure 11 : mass evolution during the simulation process. 
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The initial mass of the car body was 3,015 kg. After the free-size optimisation step, a weight 

of 1,507 kg was reached. The mass increased a little throughout the size-optimization 

because of the manufacturing constraints and the shape change. It didn’t change after the 

shuffle optimization since there is just a ply stacking reordering in this step. 

With the three-phase optimization process, a weight reduction of 0,682 kg was achieved. 

This was possible through a clear organisation of the steps and the multiple options linked to 

the composite theory that allowed to be as close as possible to the reality.  


